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A Message From …

The Principal
On behalf of the Cyril Jackson community, I present the 2017 Annual Report which
highlights our achievements, student successes and a response to our key outcomes.
Our students continue to strive to achieve their educational goals with wonderful
support from all staff at Cyril Jackson. I thank the teaching staff for their commitment
to our students and I thank all of the support staff who make the Campus environment
a remarkable place to attend.
I thank the Board for their governance and commitment to the Campus in making it
the best possible place it can be for student learning and engagement.
I acknowledge Principal Karen Woods and Acting Principal Anne MacDermott for their
contribution to the Campus during 2017.
Finally, I thank the students for making Cyril Jackson such a vibrant and happy place to
be.
Dr Karen Read
Principal
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A Message From …

The Board
Mid 2017 marked the third year Cyril Jackson Senior Campus has been operating as an
Independent Public School (IPS). It provided the Campus community with an
opportunity to reflect on where we have come from, where we want to go and most
importantly, how we can help our students achieve their best individual outcomes.
The role of an IPS Board is one of setting the long-term future for the school and
maintaining oversight of the school’s operations. One of the board’s most important
roles is to make recommendations regarding the school’s key outcomes, priorities and
future directions. This defined our Board’s priorities in 2017. Members have developed
a stronger strategic understanding of both the Campus, their role as board members
and opportunities for growth for the Campus, particularly with the wider community.
The findings of the external IPS Review have been embraced by Cyril Jackson which has
helped the Board and Campus develop a new Business Plan for the next three years
that we believe will strengthen the outcomes we can provide for our students.
On behalf of the board I would like to thank the Cyril Jackson teachers and support staff
for the extraordinary role they play in providing a warm, welcoming, challenging and
responsive education environment for our students, many who come from a diverse
range of backgrounds.
To Principal Karen Woods and Acting Principal Anne MacDermott, my fellow board
members and the students, thank you for demonstrating that the delivery of education
can be very powerful when we all think outside the box.

Amanda Reid
Board Chairperson
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A Message From …
Introduction
Cyril Jackson continued its fine tradition of providing senior secondary educational programs for
compulsory, post compulsory and mature age students throughout Western Australia. Our adult
ethos, flexible approach to learning, dedicated student services team and committed professional
staff have supported our students in preparing for their current studies whilst focused also on
further education, training or employment.
We enrolled the equivalent of 560 full time students in Year 11 and Year 12 which included 120
Intensive English Centre (IEC) students. Students have travelled from across the metropolitan area,
70 different postcodes, to access our educational programs in 2017 either full-time, part-time or
online. Students in mainstream are enrolled in a range of ATAR courses, Vocational Certificate level
courses or General courses. Students also enrolled into our Access programs which provides
opportunity for students to transition back into mainstream schooling. Our students were
supported by 52 teachers, 10 ethnic/education assistants and 17 non-teaching staff.
Our Annual Report highlights the outcomes of our performance during 2017 from student
achievement to Board governance. A range of evidence is presented comprising individual student
achievement, Learning Area summaries, whole of Campus achievement in response to the Business
Plan and general highlights of the year.
Our Campus Focus Areas in 2017 were Learning and Growth; Building Relationships; and, Innovation
and Flexibility. The priorities of Success for all Students, High Quality Teaching, Effective Leadership
and Strong Governance and Support aligned with the Department of Education Focus directions.
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Success for all Students
Students enroll at Cyril Jackson for a range of reasons, providing a unique Campus community in
which the achievement of individual educational goals remain our priority.
All students are provided with a curriculum pathway to further education and employment which is
flexible and enables them to achieve their goals. Students are also connected to a range of programs
and services, to support them with their engagement and schooling.
One of the highlights of the year is the annual graduation ceremony in which we reflect on the year
and acknowledge individual student achievement. The major awards and recipients are listed below,
with the course awards presented later in the report.

Award
Cyril Jackson Integrity Award
Long Tan Leadership and Teamwork Award
Department of Education
Commitment to Excellence Award
Westscheme
Vocational Education and Training Award
Principal’s Award
DUX ATAR
DUX VET

Recipient
Sayed Abbas Musawi
Sarrah De Jose
Alexander Andrew Mhawira
Sarrah De Jose
Shannon Lee
Hung Tran
Olivia Hunt

We congratulate these students on their achievements.
Overview of WACE Achievements
The main WACE outcomes for the 2017 cohort compared to achievements of the 2016 cohorts are
presented below.
WACE Achievement Rate (%)
Attainment Rate (%)
Median ATAR
ATAR Performance Above 70 (%)

2016
80
90
67.5
38

2017
60
83
67.7
45

Table 1: ATAR Achievement Standards 2016v2017

The WACE achievement rate was lower than expected which was impacted by literacy and
numeracy achievement; the attainment rate was within expected range of the previous year; the
median ATAR was consistent; and, there was an improvement of students achieving an ATAR above
70.
Of interest was the range of student types and their average ATAR: Mature Age 75.7; EAL/D 67.25;
and Compulsory Age, 61.7.
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Pathways to University
There were 30 students with an ATAR who applied to University. The median ATAR of students who
applied 74.45 was higher than the overall median ATAR of students (67.7). Curtin University was the
most popular destination for the second consecutive year.

Students with an ATAR who applied
Median ATAR of students who applied
Successful students who applied

30
74.45
77%

Table 2: Student Application and ATAR 2017

ATAR Course Performance
A range of performance was demonstrated across the ATAR courses. Heads of Learning Area have
provided comprehensive reports on the performance of students and the gaps which were evident
in student learning. Economics was above the state mean whilst English, Psychology and Physics
were close to the state mean.

63.91

History
Modern
49.26

Maths
Specialist
60.37

Maths
Methods
57.4

Maths
Applications
42.54

60.65

58.23

68.2

65.68

55.7

EALD

English

Economics

School Mean

50.47

55.27

State Mean

58.74

57.31

Psychology

Physics

Chemistry

57.04

62.26

49.66

Human
Biology
38.84

57.21

63.94

63.8

58.5

Table 3: The school mean compared to the state mean for each ATAR course 2017

Student literacy levels, ATAR capability and attendance issues have been identified as factors
contributing to the outcomes of those courses which were below the state mean.
Our aim in 2018 is to focus on these three factors through ongoing monitoring of literacy
development, course counselling practices and a focus on student lateness to class.
Vocational Education and Training Outcomes
Achievement of a Certificate II is an important requirement in attaining a WACE for students not
studying ATAR courses. The following table indicates achievement for students enrolled in Year 12.
Some students continue beyond Year 12 to complete the Certificate requirement.

Certificate IV
Certificate III
Certificate II
Certificate I
Totals

2017
Enrolled
Achieved
2
2
12
6
61
41
16
9
91
58

Table 4: Total number of Year 12 students who completed a qualification

The percentage of students who were enrolled in the Certificate II in Year 12 and achieved the
requirement was 67%.
Our aim in 2018 is to continue to monitor progress of individual students to ensure that Year 12
students progress towards achievement of the Certificate II.
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Overview of Course Grade Distribution
Achievement of a ‘C’ grade in courses is an important requirement in attaining a WACE. The grade
distribution across Year 11 and Year 12 from all courses has been collated to provide an overall
percentage.
ATAR, General and Foundation Course Grade Distribution
The following tables represent grade distributions across ATAR, General and Foundation for Year 11
and 12 courses.
A

B

C

D

E

ATAR

13

19

50

15

3

GENERAL

11

30

43

14

2

FOUNDATION

2

28

28

12

2

Table 5: Year 12 Grade distribution percentage 2017

The General course grade distribution is better overall in Year 12 than Year 11 which would be
expected given the additional year of schooling for all students.
A

B

C

D

E

ATAR

10

26

38

18

8

GENERAL

15

27

36

12

10

FOUNDATION

4

28

32

11

4

Table 6: Year 11 Grade distribution percentage 2017

Our aim in 2018 is to start increasing the percentage of students achieving ‘C’ grade or better in all
course delivery modes.
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Intensive English Centre
The Intensive English Centre (IEC) prepares newly arrived migrants, humanitarian entrants and
international fee paying students between the ages of 16 and 22, for entry into Australian Senior
Secondary Schools. We have enrolled students from over 40 countries with over 40 languages
spoken. The main intake of students were humanitarian visa holders, predominately from
Afghanistan, Myanmar as well as a range of African countries.
The varied curriculum in the IEC is delivered in Standard Australian English. The curriculum includes
Mathematics, Science, Information Technologies, Recreation, Humanities and Social Sciences
(HASS). Over 11 hours per week are dedicated
specifically to English as an Additional
Language/Dialect classes. Elective subjects such as
Art, Media, Hospitality and Woodwork are an
integral part of the program delivered by
mainstream teachers.
The IEC program assists in developing the
knowledge and academic skills needed to enter and
succeed in Year 11 and 12 pathways and supports
students’ cultural transition, empowering them to
become full participants in Australian society. Of the 2017 IEC graduates, 98% transitioned into
mainstream courses at Cyril Jackson.
Progress Map Level Progression
The progress maps are designed to provide an assessment of student capability (levels) of English
literacy in the areas of listening, speaking, reading and writing.
The following data shows the number of progress map levels by which the 122 exiting students
improved since their on-entry assessment in numerical terms and as a percentage.
Number
of levels
increased
by
0
1
2
3
4

Listening

Speak

Reading

Writing

14 (12%)
37 (30%)
42 (34%)
23 (19%)
3 (3%)

22 (18%)
39 (32%)
35 (29%)
22 (18%)
3 (3%)

16 (13%)
47 (39%)
46 (37%)
13 (11%)
0 (0%)

15 (12%)
51 (42%)
33 (27%)
12 (10%)
1 (1 %)

Table 7: IEC progress map levels 2017

For 50% of students, their progress map levels for Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing
increased by two or more levels which is the expected standard from their on-entry assessment. As
an indication of standard, to achieve success in an ATAR course, students should have achieved at
least level four.
Our aim in 2018 is to continue to improve on this outcome in supporting students to achieve a
standard which enables them to transition with confidence and capability into mainstream classes.
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OLNA Online Literacy and Numeracy Assessment
The Online Literacy and Numeracy Assessment (OLNA), is designed to enable students to
successfully meet the Western Australian Certificate of Education (WACE) requirement of
demonstrating the minimum standard of literacy and numeracy, regarded as essential to meet the
demands of everyday life and work in a knowledge-based economy.
The following table indicates the percentage of students who achieved the OLNA standard in 2017
compared to 2016.

Year 12 (%) 2016
Year 12 (%) 2017

Writing
54
65

Reading
54
61

Numeracy
53
69

Table 8: Percentage of students who achieved OLNA in 2016v2017

The addition of teacher coordinators across mainstream and IEC has had a positive impact on the
percentage of students achieving the OLNA standard.
Our aim in 2018 is to continue with
this model with an explicit focus on
students achieving the necessary
standards through individual and in
class support.
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High Quality Teaching

udents at Cyril Jackson are provided with a mature learning environment with a range of
Students at Cyril Jackson are provided with a mature learning environment with a range of
curriculum pathways to meet the needs of individual students. With a diverse student culture, all
staff promote student engagement and positive behaviours within the classroom.
The following comment from the 2017 Campus review highlights the endeavours of staff to provide
the best possible learning environment for students.

“ “

Staff demonstrate a strong commitment to assist each and
every student to achieve their individual goals. Individual
pathway plans are developed with students which are flexible
and responsive to changing needs.

All teachers have participated in a campus-based teaching and learning community, meeting once
a term to reflect on teaching practice. Teachers were encouraged to participate in broader networks
related to their individual
area of expertise to
maintain currency of their
knowledge and classroom
practice.
Teachers participated in
classroom observation as a
part of the performance
management process and
received feedback around
their classroom practice.

Teachers and students are
supported by a range of
ethnic teaching assistants
in the classroom who
provide individual and group instruction. The Ethnic Assistants provide ongoing language
interpretation for students and teachers which support the teaching and learning program.
From 2018, the National School Improvement Classroom Questionnaire survey will be employed to
provide student feedback to teacher instruction and will be linked in with the performance
management process providing research-based evidence on the learning environment.
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Strong Governance and Support

Cyril Jackson has just completed the first three-Year cycle as an Independent Public School, being
Cyril Jackson has just completed the first three year-cycle as an Independent Public School, governed
by a Board representative of the community, parents, students and staff members.
Campus Board
The Campus Board has been involved in developing and monitoring the strategies contained within
the Business Plan, has met twice per term and participated in the first IPS Review which was
conducted in May. The following comment from the 2017 Review provides an insight to the Board
achievements:

The reviewers commented that Board members have a good understanding of their functions and
roles. They were encouraged by student engagement on the Board and acknowledged how the
Board was looking toward sustaining the membership
with the required skill set to move the Campus
forward.
The next phase of development will see more
participation of the Board in formulation and
endorsement of the next Business Plan, a
recommendation of the current review.
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School Organisational Climate
During 2017, all staff participated in the National School Improvement School Organisational
Climate survey as a part of a process to monitor the effectiveness of leadership, governance and
support.
The outcomes of the survey are represented in the table below. The initial overall evidence from
the survey is encouraging and indicative of a positive professional culture. Baseline data from the
survey will be used to monitor progress against the survey domains associated with leadership and
governance over the coming years.

School Organisational Climate
5
4
3
2
1
0
Clear School
Mission

Participation
in Decision
Making

Providing
Individual
Support

Encouraging
Improvement
of Practice

Staff
Collegiality

Safe and
High
Home-School
Orderly
Expectations
Relations
Environment
for Success

Actual

4.48

3.48

3.94

3.91

4.24

4.26

3.5

4.29

Preferred

4.75

4.19

4.58

4.35

4.57

4.69

4

4.71

Overall
Wellbeing
Self-Efficacy

Job
Satisfaction

Self-Efficacy

4.09

4.56

4.36

Table 9: School Organisational Climate Responses 2017

Sound workforce planning for future needs is also a part of our planning. The profile of the staff is
experienced and stable. Evidence from the School Organisational Climate survey also highlights high
levels of job satisfaction (4.56), overall well-being (4.09) and self-efficacy (4.36) on a possible scale
out of five.
Our aim in 2018 is to focus on participation in decision making and establishing a clear school
mission through development of the 2018-2020 Business Plan.
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Learning Area Outcomes
Vocational Education and Training
The Vocational Education and Training (VET) pathway, supports students to achieve Certificate level,
in a range of industries from Certificate I to Certificate IV.
Students are offered a broad portfolio of Australian Qualification Framework (AQF) certificates
through third party agreements with Registered Training Organisations (RTO), delivered primarily
on site and externally through Profile and Traineeship opportunities.
On completion of these courses students have continued their pathways to higher study and
apprenticeship opportunities. Students with Certificate qualifications have been accepted into ECU,
WAAPA and North and South Metropolitan Diploma courses on pathways to University. Popular
pathways include training in the Automotive and Food Industries, Nursing, Architecture, Allied
Health and Education.
In 2017, 64% of the Year 12 cohort
and 51% of the Year 11 cohort
undertook a qualification pathway
as part of their studies. Seven Year
12
students
completed
traineeships and gained Certificate
II and III qualifications in
Horticulture, Hospitality, Individual
Support, Retail Operations and
Retail Services.
Many students also undertook
workplace learning either as a
component of their training or to support and enhance their learning. Students are rapidly
recognizing the significant opportunities the Workplace Learning Endorsed Course provides towards
TAFE applications, further study and employment.
IEC Graduate Certificate choices include Certificate I in Information, Digital Media and Technology,
making it the most popular choice of Certificate. Similarly, Automotive Vocational Preparation,
Community Services, Engineering, Hospitality and Music are popular choices as they each allow
opportunities for training that leads to employment or higher study. These opportunities allow our
IEC graduates to achieve AQF qualifications up to Certificate III level.
Notable community partnerships who support our students include ACTIV Foundations and
Hospitality Group Training. These Registered Training Organisations value the contributions our
students make to society and provide traineeships and apprenticeship opportunities in Allied Health
and the Hospitality Industries.
Our aim in 2018 is to continue to align student enrolment in courses with career pathway intentions.
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Human Movement Science
The Science courses attract students from a diverse range of backgrounds including IEC, mature age
and compulsory aged students. Science is popular with students with a range of ATAR and General
courses offered (12) to enable students to move to further study at TAFE or University or into
employment.
In Year 12, 82 students undertook an
ATAR course. The percentage of
students who achieved a ‘C’ grade or
better was: Chemistry 62%; Human
Biology 59%; and Physics 91%. In Year
11 there were 45 ATAR students.
Students who achieved a ‘C’ grade or
better was: Chemistry 71%; Human
Biology 64%; and, Physics 72%.
During the year, integrated science
courses were adapted to make
courses have a greater interest for
students. General chemistry students
engaged
with
the
ArtsHouse
understanding the chemical elements
of producing pottery art work.
Students
also
participated
in
excursions to the Zoo and Bindaring
Park to support their understanding of
the General Year 11 Human Biology
and Integrated Science curriculum.
Science week continued to be
celebrated on Campus with the focus
being “Pathogens around the
Campus”. All activities were very
successful
supporting
student
achievement.
Students have accessed the online resources stored on Janison to support their learning. The
employment of an education assistant was welcomed and supported individual and small groups of
students in class.
Our aim in 2018 is to focus on the development of student literacy levels in General courses and
particularly ATAR courses. Targeted comprehension of test questions will be a focus to improve
student understanding at each course level.
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Human Movement Health and Physical Education
The two Health and Physical Education teachers come into contact with almost 45% of the Campus
population through formal and informal courses offered for student health and well-being.
Teachers of Year 11 and 12 Health Studies and Physical Education Studies courses, participated in
SCSA moderation and consensus meetings in 2017 with the assessment process deemed accurate.
Student achievement of a ‘C’ grade or better in Health Studies was: 71% in Year 11; and 70% in Year
12. Student literacy levels contributed to students not achieving the ‘C’ grade. In Physical Education
Studies all participating students achieved a ‘C’ grade or better in both Year 11 and 12, a very
positive achievement.
Community Engagement
Engagement of outside sporting associations gave students an opportunity to participate in a range
of sport including basketball, soccer, lacrosse, AFL, cricket and tennis. Cyril Jackson won the 2017
IEC Cup against North Lake Senior Campus for the third successive year.
The Community Circuit classes offered to the community enrolled 21 mature aged adults
undertaking fitness classes three times per week in the gym.
The 2017 Health Festival was again a major success, not only as an educational tool but as a
marketing exercise for the whole Campus. Some 50 organisations attended with wonderful
feedback from these organisations about the engagement of students. Further areas of engagement
included St John Ambulance, Helping Minds, Alcohol and Drug Awareness, Health Promotions and
Headspace.
Our aim in 2018 is to continue to provide the opportunity for students to participate in sport and
recreation across a range of interest areas.
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Mathematics and Design Technology
Overall the year was a positive step
forward with successes in both
Mathematics and Design Technology.
Mathematics
In Year 12, 53 students undertook an
ATAR course. The percentage of
students who achieved a ‘C’ grade or
better was: Applications 91%; Methods
75%; and Specialist 75%. In Year 11
there were 62 ATAR students. Students
who achieved a ‘C’ grade or better was:
Applications 55%; Methods 74%; and
Specialist 87%. Overall, the number of successful students in Mathematics, achieving a ‘C’ grade or
better, improved by 8% up to 76%.
We have improved moderation data for the Year 12 Methods course (-10.29 to 2.14) which indicates
our assessments had the necessary rigour to test student knowledge and understanding. We also
achieved better performance in the Year 12 Foundations and Year 12 Essentials externally set task
implemented by the Curriculum Authority.
During 2017, Ethnic Assistants were introduced in the Year 11 Foundation and Essential classes and
Year 12 Foundation classes. The support offered by the assistants has increased the level of language
acquisition and thus the levels of numeracy in those classes. All staff have now completed the
‘Teaching ESL Students in the Mainstream Classroom’
professional development to support curriculum delivery
in the classroom.
Students achievement is diminished at times, not because
they do not understand the mathematical concepts, but
they have difficulty interpreting the requirements of
questions.
Our aim in 2018 is to continue with the appointment of a
numeracy support specialist with 0.2 FTE time allocated
and the use of Quizdom to help students attain their OLNA
Category 3. Our focus will also be on ESL students with the
support of the education assistant and we will also
continue to develop student literacy skills in relation to
Mathematics.
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Design Technology
The Design Technology courses attract students from a range of backgrounds including IEC, mature
and compulsory age, and education support students. Year 11 and 12 courses offered in 2017
included Photography, Material Design
Wood, Automotive Engineering, Building
and Construction and Design Technical
Graphics.
The number of successful students in
Design Technology, achieving a ‘C’ grade or
better, was 80% which is a very good
outcome.
Vocational Certificate pathways were
popular with an enrolment of 47 students.
Certificate I courses were offered in
Engineering with 16 enrolments in Year 11
and two in Year 12. The Certificate II
Engineering course enrolled eight students
in Year 11 and nine in Year 12. For the first
time an Automotive course was offered
and proved very popular with 13 students
enrolling in Certificate I and one student in
Certificate II.

Our aim in 2018 is to build on the
development of these Certificates to
enable more access to students.
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Humanities
Humanities comprises English, Psychology, History and Social Sciences (HASS), and Business and
Information Technology.
In Year 12, 62 students undertook an ATAR course. The percentage of students who achieved a ‘C’
grade or better was: English 76%; Economics 50%; and Psychology 80%. Student performance
improved from 2016 in Economics, English, Modern History and Psychology.
In Year 11 there were 70 ATAR students. Students who achieved a ‘C’ grade or better was: English
71%; Economics 63%; Psychology 84%; and Modern History 46%. Year 11 ATAR course performance
in Economics, English, Modern History and Psychology is below like schools with an improvement
from 2016 in English. However, all standards are within normal range.
For Year 12 General courses, Cyril Jackson is the only Department of Education school offering
Accounting and Finance, Economics and Literature. Externally Set Task results were above the state
mean for Accounting and Finance, and Economics; and, within the expected range for English and
Literature.
For Year 11 General courses Cyril Jackson is the only Department of Education school offering
Economics and Literature. Student performance improved from 2016 for Economics and English
and remained the same for Accounting and Finance.
Certificate courses had a range of successes. All Certificate II in Skills for Work and Vocational
Pathways students (5) achieved the Certificate; 95% (39) achieved the Certificate I in Information,
Digital
Media
and
Technology.
Student success is noted for
the Humanities learning
area: for 70% of Year 12
ATAR students English was
their first or second best
ATAR course and, for 67% of
Year 12 ATAR students,
Psychology was their first or
second best ATAR course.
Joshua Mance attended the
Economics Forum at Curtin
University.
Viola Kiden
Morris achievements in VET
over two years were impressive with a Certificate I in ICT, Certificate II in FSK and Certificate III in
Individual Support which was achieved through ACTIV Foundations on a one-year traineeship.
Our aim in 2018 is to have goals for each lesson on the whiteboard, use Notices of Concern for noncompletion of homework, identify formative assessment strategies (Term One 2018 - exit passes),
and, have Education Assistant support in General English classes for OLNA and skills development.
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Arts and Enterprise
The Arts and Enterprise learning area comprise Food Science and Technology, Hospitality,
Community Service, Music, Visual Arts, Performing Arts and Media. A range of courses are delivered
across these areas including ATAR (Visual Arts and Drama), General and Certificate courses.
In The Arts, students who achieved a ‘C’ grade or
better in Year 12 General courses was Drama 100%
and Visual Arts 89%; and in Year 11 was Drama 86%
and Visual Arts 86%. In Year 11 there were six ATAR
students in each of Drama and Visual Arts. All but
one student achieved a ‘C’ grade.
The Creative Industries Certificates are the most
popular with students. Visual Arts (C I, II & III); Music
Industry (C II, III & IV); Creative Industries (C II) and
Live Production and Services (C III) all provide viable
pathways for students. Student progression and completion through the Certificate courses does
not necessarily align with Year 12 completion as students re-enrol past this time. In 2017, 61% of
Year 12 students enrolled in Certificates, completed the requirements.
A Certificate II level course is
delivered in Hospitality and
Community
Services.
Students achieving the
Certificate II in Community
Services was 83% and in
Hospitality, 91%. In the
general Food Science and
Technology,
90%
of
students achieved a ‘C’
grade or better.
Hospitality students were
engaged in a range of
events in the community
and on Campus employing their skills with service to customers, Jackson’s Café being one example.
A highlight for the learning area was ‘The Zone’ which is reported later.
Our aim in 2018 is to continue to further develop an integrated approach with the Arts and
Enterprise area and to build on the well-established partnerships which serve our learning areas
across the community.
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English as an Additional Language / Dialect (EAL/D)
During 2017, 186 students completed EAL/D units in Semester One and 204 students completed
units in Semester Two.
In Year 12, 32 students undertook
an ATAR course of which 100%
achieved a ‘C’ grade albeit there
was a heavy weighting at ‘C’ grade
standard (57.6%). In Year 11 there
were 50 ATAR students of which
96% achieved a ‘C’ grade or better.
In the General course 87% in Year
12 achieved a ‘C’ Grade or better
whilst in Year 11, 91% achieved the
standard.

Noted successes included two students achieving an ATAR above 90 and seven students achieved
an ATAR above 80. Notably one student achieved 100% in their ATAR practical exam. 76 EAL/D
students completed Year 12, demonstrating a larger cohort and better retention than 2016.
Our aim in 2018 is to focus on course
counselling and continued moderation for
ATAR teachers. In the General courses we will
target attendance, particularly of A/B
students, and challenge high-end students to
encourage engagement. For Foundation
students, continuation of both double grid
(Year 11) and WPL (Year 12) strategies should
bring improved outcomes for students.
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Student Services
The student services team comprised three student coordinators (2 mainstream and 1 IEC); three
Psychologists; and a part-time Doctor (3 hours/week). The team monitor student health and wellbeing, social conditions and engagement in a coordinated approach.
Attendance
Attendance and engagement with education are vital for student success in the future. Intervention
strategies by the Student Service team have had a positive impact on attendance as indicated by
the positive improvement in attendance from Year 11 to 12. IEC attendance is very positive.

Year 11
Year 12
IEC

2016
82.4
76.5

2017
84.2
83.9
92

Table 10: Attendance rate percentage at semester 2 2017

Engagement Programs
Two student engagement programs operated in 2017 each with a specific focus. The 11 P.L.U.S
program supported students previously disengaged with schooling, to re-engage in a supportive
learning environment, to prepare them for mainstream schooling.
Introduction of the 11 Transition program, for students at Foundation level, provided another
engagement option for students who also wanted to access some mainstream courses.
Academic achievement provided success for most of the students. A high number of students
achieved the Certificate I in Business (93%) and the competencies for ‘Provide First Aid’ (87%).
Attendance significantly improved amongst 11 Transition and 11 P.L.U.S. students compared to their
previous schools.
To support the implementation of a Community Service unit, 11 P.L.U.S teachers established a link
with Ashfield Primary School’s Literacy and Numeracy Support Program. Students mentored the
primary aged children which was a great success. The Principal of Ashfield Primary School has
requested that this program be continued in 2018 which will operate in Semester Two.
Student Support
The Student Housing Project continues to run as a successful partnership with Foundation Housing
and our students in need of accommodation.
The Mofflin House students continued their support of our male students through three
scholarships of $700 each. They also contributed their Community Service hours at Cyril Jackson by
painting outdoor furniture and mulching gardens. In addition, they contributed 100 stationery packs
for the IEC students and other students in need.
The Health Festival, Harmony Day and Mindfulness workshops are but a few of the excellent
activities which support students to be a part of Campus life at Cyril Jackson.
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Academic Aspirant Program
An Academic Aspirant Program continued to operate in 2017. The purpose was to provide academic
and personal support to Year 12 students who were enrolled in four or more ATAR courses and who
had indicated an intent to progress to University.
In 2017, 25 students were identified, however only five students accepted an invitation to meet and
attend a planned workshop.
Library Resource Centre
Library staff worked with classroom teachers on a regular and ad hoc basis supporting student
development of research skills, reading skills and presentation skills using a range of computer
software and Clickview.
The Library Resource Centre operates as a hub for a range of learning and stress reduction activities
including Harmony Day, ‘Get Crafty’ sessions, colouring, jigsaw, kinetic sand activities and book
week activities.
The library is central to promotion of whole of Campus activities including Harmony Day and Careers
Expo. Homework classes are a regular and well attended activity, two times per week.
Improvement Plans for 2018
Our aims in 2018 will focus on a range of strategies across our area.
We aim to implement a new system for monitoring lateness for mainstream students to improve
attendance.
We also aim for Foundation
English to be delivered as a part of
the curriculum in the Transition
Program to support our student
cohort with their literacy
development. Foundation Maths
Essentials will continue to be
offered within this course to
support numeracy development.
Both Foundation courses will
support students in achieving the
OLNA standards.
We will monitor the success of
students as they transition from
11 P.L.U.S into mainstream and will monitor the progress of students in 11 P.L.U.S. and 11 Transition
compared to their performance at previous schools to determine the impact of the programs.
Finally, we aim to improve participation in the Academic Aspirant Program to maximise benefits for
students.
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Community Partnerships
We have established effective relationships with our local and wider community. During 2017, we
continued to develop some exciting projects including our ArtsHouse Community program, outdoor
kitchen, and Indigenous Garden along with Jackson’s Café. We provided opportunity for our
students and staff to participate in a range of community programs throughout the year and are
very proud of our Harmony Day, Health Festival and Careers Expo partnerships.
Cyril Jackson Arts Students Exhibit at the State Theatre Centre of WA
Through Cyril Jackson’s ArtsHouse project, students from Certificate II, Certificate III and ATAR Visual
Art courses, partnered with Co3, contemporary dance company, to produce a spectacular collection
of creative works across the visual art disciplines of drawing, sculpture, ceramics, digital imaging
and painting. These works were then exhibited at the State Theatre Centre of WA during September
when Co3 performed the dance production, ‘THE ZONE’.
The students were inspired by the production, ‘THE ZONE;’ in particular, Artistic Director, Raewyn
Hill’s perspective on the unique way that communities come together under difficult circumstances.
Our Art teachers, then created curriculum to develop students’ skills and techniques in expressing
their concepts. There was also collaboration with students from the Design course who created the
catalogue of art works and students from Certificate II and III Live Production and Services who
helped at the Co3 Artist Talk.
Throughout the project, inspiration and skill building were delivered by the incredible ArtsHouse
team, who organised events and live drawing workshops of the dancers, culminating in student
drawing demonstrations for the public at the State Theatre. The artists involved included: artist in
residence, Peggy McKenna; Andy Quilty; Claire Bushby and Lucy Bromell who all worked alongside
students and staff. Organisational support was generously given by volunteer, Shonie McKibbin.
We are proud of our achievements in this very important partnership.
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Future Focus
During 2017, the Campus participated in the first full independent review as an Independent Public
School. This section is in response to the Review Findings of 2017 and whole of Campus direction.
The first two recommendations involve the Business Plan.
Recommendation 1: A strengthening of the strategic nature of the Business Plan to progress
achievement of the Campus vision with clear measurable targets related to student learning
(progress, achievement and engagement).
Recommendation 2: Greater alignment of strategic goals and operational planning to facilitate
monitoring and reporting of outcomes at the whole Campus level.
The Campus Leadership Team, Board Members and Staff commenced the development of the new
Business Plan in Semester Two. As such, progress was made toward a new vision, mission and values
during workshops with staff.
The following recommendations will be addressed in the 2018-2020 Business Plan involving
Teaching and Learning, Student Performance Monitoring and Program Delivery.
Recommendation 3: Development of processes to enable the regular monitoring, analysis and
reporting of the extent to which individual student progress is meeting the expected achievement
standards outlined in their pathway plan (Teaching and Learning).
Recommendation 4: Campus Leadership, HOLA and Program Coordinators develop, within an
overall focus on student learning outcomes, an agreed consistent format that enables: whole
Campus reporting against the strategic targets in the Business Plan; achievement of targets for
Learning Area operational planning; and judgements on the effectiveness of teaching strategies
(Student Performance Monitoring).
Recommendation 5: The Campus Leadership considers a renewed focus on student attendance and
engagement to target those areas of moderate and severe at risk category students where it is
possible to raise the attendance rate (Student Performance Monitoring).
Recommendation 6: Development of a strategic approach to the delivery of support services for
students based on the monitoring and analysis of outcomes and the effectiveness of programs to
improve student attainment, behaviour, engagement and wellbeing (Program Delivery).
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2017 Student Course Award Recipients
Course

Recipient

EAL/D
ATAR EAL/D - Outstanding*
General EAL/D - Outstanding
Foundation EAL/D - Outstanding

Gabriel ABRAHAMS
Lara Mae GERONIMO
Delphine CHEA

HUMANITIES
ATAR Economics - Outstanding
General Economics - Course
ATAR English - Outstanding
General English – Outstanding
General Literature - Outstanding
ATAR Modern History - Outstanding
ATAR Psychology - Outstanding
Certificate I in Information, Digital Media & Technology
Certificate II in Skills for Work & Vocational Pathways

Alexander Andrew MHAWIRA
Mary Antoinette TIU
Mae WALKER
Michael HESS
Fredrick HAWKINS
Mae WALKER
Daniel MATTOCK
Hanna BORBOR
Shahd MILHEM

EAL/D
ATAR EAL/D
General EAL/D
Foundation EAL/D

Ninawa HERMES
Laethicia MIBADI
Jasson BEGUE

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING
Work Place Learning

Sophie BECK

ARTS AND ENTERPRISE
ATAR Visual Arts
General Visual Arts
General Drama
Certificate II in Live Production
Certificate III in Live Production
Certificate II in Visual Arts (Design) Digital Focus
Certificate III in Music
Certificate IV in Music
Certificate II in Media
Certificate II in Community Services
Certificate II in Hospitality
Food Science & Technology

Caris BARKER
Nonhatai BUNYARUSSAMEE
Grant HADDAD
Shyan LOVETT
Corey NEWMARCH
Seth HOPPE
Declan BOYLE
Kenneth MANGTAWN
Rosalyn HAENSEL
Hanna BORBOR
Runways MOHAMUD
Hannah ALBERTS

HEALTH AND PHYSCIAL EDUCATION
Health Studies
Physical Education Studies

Reegan CHALONER
Mohammad Hadi RAHIMI

SCIENCE
ATAR Chemistry
General Chemistry
ATAR Human Biology

Hannah LEE
Alvin BERIBER
Hannah ALBERTS

General Human Biology
ATAR Physics
General Integrated Science

Charlotte CAREY
Ninawa HERMES
Storm RANSOM
Table 11: Course award recipients
*Outstanding – Achieved an A for the course
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Financial Review
The Campus cash revenue for 2017 totalled $1,403,831.05 and the total expenditure at 31
December was $983,873.67. The balance of general funds carried forward to 2018 was $419,958.
The Finance Committee met throughout the year comprising a broad range of staff representing all
areas of Campus operations. The 2018 draft Revenue and Expenditure Budgets were prepared and
endorsed by the Finance Committee and reviewed and endorsed by the Campus Board during term
4, 2017.
During the year the Campus spent $87,000 on improvements to facilities. Some of the
improvements included;
 $55,000 – External painting
 $11,000 – Refurbishment of the arts shed to facilitate the new visual arts programs.
 $7,300 – Three phase power installed in the mechanical workshop to facilitate the
Certificate courses in automotive programs.
 $5,300 – New garden to recreation centre
 $2,300 – Security Screens.
The Campus has a long term financial plan to replace the bore filter in the next three years at a cost
of $100,000.
The Board will review salary expenditure a devise a plan to reduce the expenditure from 98% to 90%
over the duration of the 2018-2021 Business Plan.
The following graphs and tables provide a summary of the Campus’ financial position.
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Cyril Jackson Senior Campus
Financial Summary as at
6 April 2018

Revenue - Cash & Salary Allocation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Voluntary Contributions
Charges and Fees
Fees from Facilities Hire
Fundraising/Donations/Sponsorships
Commonwealth Govt Revenues
Other State Govt/Local Govt Revenues
Revenue from Co, Regional Office and Other Schools
Other Revenues
Transfer from Reserve or DGR
Residential Accommodation
Farm Revenue (Ag and Farm Schools only)
Camp School Fees (Camp Schools only)
Total Locally Raised Funds
Opening Balance
Student Centred Funding
Total Cash Funds Available
Total Salary Allocation
Total Funds Available

Budget
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Actual

322,299.73
26,363.64
54,613.41
403,276.78
606,000.00
145,865.00
1,155,141.78
8,899,238.00
10,054,379.78

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Locally Generated Revenue - Budget vs Actual

503,485.98
35,756.82
530.70
2,763.64
71,853.99
614,391.13
616,564.80
172,875.12
1,403,831.05
8,899,238.00
10,303,069.05

$000
Budget

Actual

600

500

400

300

200

Current Year Actual Cash
Sources

Transfers from
Locally Raised
$ Funds
539,773.50 Reserves
Student Centred
$ 172,875.12
Funding
0%
Other Govt Grants2,763.64
$
Other
$ 71,853.99 Other Govt Grants
Transfers from
$ Reserves0%
$ 787,266.25
Other
9%
Student Centred
Funding
22%

100

Locally Raised Funds
69%

Expenditure - Cash and Salary
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Administration
Lease Payments
Utilities, Facilities and Maintenance
Buildings, Property and Equipment
Curriculum and Student Services
Professional Development
Transfer to Reserve
Other Expenditure
Payment to CO, Regional Office and Other Schools
Residential Operations
Residential Boarding Fees to CO (Ag Colleges only)
Farm Operations (Ag and Farm Schools only)
Farm Revenue to CO (Ag and Farm Schools only)
Camp School Fees to CO (Camp Schools only)
Total Goods and Services Expenditure
Total Forecast Salary Expenditure
Total Expenditure
Cash Budget Variance

Budget
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

93,756.89
21,277.42
241,861.76
269,913.40
335,692.09
30,172.73
71,688.40
36,792.02
-

Actual
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

104,199.44
10,870.75
202,496.79
216,182.32
314,158.39
31,915.79
71,688.68
32,361.51
-

1,101,154.71 $
8,044,310.00 $
9,145,464.71 $
53,987.07

983,873.67
8,044,310.00
9,028,183.67

0
Revenue Source

$000

Goods and Services Expenditure - Budget vs Actual
Budget

Actual

400
350

300
250
200
150
100
50
0

Cash Position
$000

810

Expenditure Purpose

710
610
510

410
310
210
110
10

Cash Position as at:
Bank Balance
Made up of:
1 General Fund Balance
2 Deductible Gift Funds
3 Trust Funds
4 Asset Replacement Reserves
5 Suspense Accounts
6 Cash Advances
7 Tax Position
Total Bank Balance

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
-$
$

1,196,670.18
419,957.38
746,325.65
34,800.15
4,413.00
1,196,670.18
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Cyril Jackson Senior Campus
An Independent Public School
53 Reid St, Bassendean WA 6054
P | (08) 9413 4700

www.cyriljackson.wa.edu.au
info.cyril.jackson@education.wa.edu.au
ABN 91 108 772 833
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